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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXII.

IT is unlikely that another generation of Shirburnians will
witness two general elections within the space of little

more than one year for a very long time to come. And yet
the sum total of interest that will be aroused by these two
will probably not compare with the interest of a single
election one 'hundred, or even fifty, years ago. In a body
of excitable youth situated in the heart of a country con
stituency, is not this cause for wonder? More than this, we
see in it cause for regret.

We have lost the unintelligent but enthusiastic participa
tion of the last century in local politics; and gone are the
days when the largest mug of beer enlisted the vote, respect,
and even hearty muscular support of the simple rustic.
But what has education brought us in place of our lost
simplicity?

Sometimes it is a mental apathy which, with the common
place nature of unexciting modern elections, results in an
appreciable number of the electorate abstaining from use of
their vote. Sometimes it is a genuine bewilderment on the
part of those who are trying to be guided by their own
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intelligence and are at loss to find unbiased information
amongst the welter of inter-party strife with its resulting
almost universal distortion of facts by the press: again
and this perhaps is at once the most lamentable and the
most general effect-it is the equally honest would-be elector
who thinks that he is guided by reason and is in reality
guided by the Daily ~£ail. Or it may he, having
weighed each party in the balance (and found all wanting)
we reluctantly, almost indifferently, deci~e for the least
obnoxious.

For enthusiasm we have diffidence; for immediate per
sonal loyalty we have a remote and often slender allegiance
to a party. In affecting to go about our voting scientifically
we have done no more than despise old forms and discard
them without erecting new.

There is some excuse for this, it is true: in the personality
of a modern 1\f.P. there is seldom much to admire, for he is
frequently a stranger commanding no particular respect in
his constituency, and, more often than not in this democratic
age, of no position and singularly unprepossessing appear
ance and manners. Some find a compromise in transferring
their allegiance to the leader of It party; but this again is
seldom possible, and in any case it is not enough.

We here at school are as yet only potential electors; hut
we can, and we ought to, take a real interest in current
affairs of national and international importance: and this
entails a genuine intelligent effort on the part of the
individual to weigh the merits of the various protagonists
in the field of politics, so that when upon him devolves an
active share in the government of the country he may be in
a position to judge sanely and wisely.
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Recognition of responsibility must start now: it is the

first step towards that educated public opinion without

which democracy is a danger and world peace impossible.

Until, therefore, we enter upon an era of public interest

and intelligence, we may be excused a sigh for the days of

rowdy and pugilistic but withal merry and unaffected elec

tions when in the poimlar ignorance there was yet large

measure of bliss.

[This article was written before the Declaration of the Poll.]

VALETE.

[The Editors apologise for having omitted the following from
their last number.]

T. F. S. CHURCH (a)-Shell, XXX Blazer, Junior Class
Leader.

SCHOOL NEWS.

Congratulations to the following on their colours :
1ST XV.

Nov. 3. J. A. C. Grant,
J. A. Nunn,
F. R. Cox,
J. Kendal.

Dec. 3. H. N. P. \Voolmer,
B. W. B. Sharpe,
W. p. Haines.
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Nov. 3.
Dec. 8.

2ND XV.

T. F. Witherby.
G. C. Drake-Brockman,
]. D. Lean,
E. S. Warner,
G. H. Handasyde,
G. R. Maundrell,
N. Greenwood,
T. E. H. Panton,
P. St. .T. Cox,
P. E. Devitt,
]. E. F. Rawlins.

COLTS' BADGES.

Nov. 3. Woods,
Alderton,
Scott,
Kelway,
Hindmarsh,
Moberly,
Cunningham.

Congratulations to]. A. C. Grant on his School Fives Colours.

O.S. NEWS.

O. A. Beadle (c 1917-21) New College, Oxford, won the
Theodore WiIliams' Scholarship in Physiology.

Our heartiest congratulations to T. G. Devitt (a, 1916-22),
Corpus Christi College, C:lmbridge, on his Rugby Blue, and
to D. C. D. Ryder (a, 1914-20) and W. E. Tucker (b, 1919-22)
on being selected again to represent Cambridge in the 'Varsity
Match,
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PILGRIMS.

137

The Sherborne Pilgrims will be playing the Old Hailey
burians on Monday, January 14th, on the latter's ground, at
Broxboure. Frequent trains from Liverpool Street. It is
hoped that as many Shirburnians as live in or near Town will
be present.

THE FIRST DRAMA.

"Laudabullt alii,"-others will praise Milton and Shakes
peare; we prefer the good old-fashioned nursery-rhyme, so
simple and yet so full of tragedy. Every line contains its
lesson. Though, as a child, we only saw the outward part of
the picture, yet how we appreciated it! "Three Blind Mice"
was our favourite; when we wanted to feel sublimely mournful,
this was the story most frequently conjured up by our
imagination. Picture the pathos of it; three blind mice! They
were three, which is not even good company, they were blind,
poor things, and they were mice, white mice with nasty pink
tails, and long, sharp whiskers, and feet smaller than Cinderella's.
They had not even beady red eyes, for they were blind. We
imagined them as being white; why, we cannot tell. Further,
we always thought of them as being two gentlemen and a lady,
inventing even at that youthful age a triangular drama. "See
how they run!" Look at them, scampering to and fro, bumping
into each other, treading on each other's toes and swearing in
short sharp squeaks. They do not know where they are going,
for they are blind. Now comes tragedy: let us prepare for
it, for we shall need all our strength. Into the room with a steady
clump, clump, comes a fat, red-faced, cross-looking farmer's
wife. She is obviously a farmer's wife, she could be nothing
else. The mice feel her presence, and nudge one another.
Then, taking their courage in their front paws, they run after
her. She is unused to these attentions, and does not take them
in the spirit in which they are intended, she pulls out the biggest
knife imaginable from her apron and, with a cold-blooded
brutality, cuts off their tails one by one. "Did you ever see
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such a thing in your life?" No, we never have and we never
want to; all we can see now is a picture of three beggars,
standing in a row, saying, "Who will help us, three blind,
tailless mice?" And the other wealthy mice either pass them
by on the other side or picking up their tails, ostentatiously
begin to excuse themselves.

I. L.

CAMP, TIDWORTH PENNINGS.

Camp ointment would have no flies in it, but for the tyranny
of you, Mr. Editor, in demanding an account. In justice those
who ought to have gone, but did not, should be tasked with the
duty of writing their appreciation of it. Imagination, being
unfettered by strict facts, could paint a much more lively picture.
'\Tar is different: for its horrors are unfortunately beyond the
powers of imagination, even beyond those of a war correspondent,
who sees but does not experience, and lags far behind the
naked truth. But camp is an easier matter: for it is plain
living only: after term and examinations who could demand
high thinking? Thinking is reserved for those who have to
determine how most comfortably to. divide x boys among
y tables with z boxes: and having done that to solve questions
of the homeward journey. For the rest life is a routine. The
routine begins at 06.30 hours, and life at 16.00 hours: first and
last days excepted. If bedding was comparatively dry at the
start, the benefit was due to the efforts of the contingent from
the Green, working with a horse-power developed to its utmost
by Capt. Bensly. The remainder detrained in the rain, marched
up in the rain, and sat down more or less in the rain to watch
what rain is like in that area, and how quickly it can disappear.
The dismal prophets had their evening of it, but afterwards
were disappointed by perpetual sun: this was good for the
trade in somewhat superior ices. The last morning very nearly
started the day before. Railway managers seem to approve of
early rising for their employees and for travellers. Perhaps
only those were found to object who happen to have sensible
notions of what constitutes a decent amount of sleep. But is
it really necessary to rouse 8,000 people at 03.30 hours?
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Demonstrations, presumably, have come to stay: but, like
camp eggs, they can be overdone. They also suggest the same
comparison in that some are better than others. vVithout dis
respect to other performances, nor from self-adulation at win
ning the spoils for the third time in succession, we say that the
best d~monstrationwas that of our own Gym. squad. Professors
of the gymnastic art told us w;th conviction that for balancing
on slippery ground in a high wind they were quite remar1mble,
better than anything in or out of Aldershot. While reverencing
their movements, we enjoyed most their vigorous chariot race.
The most instructive demonstration we thought was that of a
platoon attacking the now inevitable and ubiquitous strong
point, though we should like it done in gas-masks; the most
elaborate that of a battalion at full strength and in full panoply;
the most precise that of Riflemen mounting guard: the most
boring that of a fire-trench. In this last prejudice there may
be something of Shylock's aversion for the cat. The worst of
demonstrations is that little time remains for imitation, none
for repetition: and the mental picture is left unaided by the
force of doing. If the authorities could see their way to
lengthening the hours of morning parades, even to providing a
temporary hunger-quencher, and delaying dinners, the lessons
might be more effective, and that odioLls duty of falling in at
14.00 hours obviated. As for odious duties, who was the
animal that dragooned the military into profaning Saturday
afternoon?

The best thing about the sports was the band, which also
assisted at the vast Sunday church parade. None could call in
question the padre's zeal, or the success of the sing-song: but
discretion would have closed proceedings earlier on the final
evening. The usual alarms, excursions, and rumours of wars
agitated the final hours; and some ill-regulated persons in need
of whipping made schools' discipline to stink in the nostrils of
succeeding regulars, and indeed of any decent follL

Sergt.-Major \Vood was unfortunately far from well, but his
son-in-law kindly came to our aid in getting the heavy stuff
ready for removal. Only his grim determination and an almost
contumacious refusal to leave his post in this his twenty-second
visit to O.T.C. camps kept him on the spot under very great
pain. The like refusal to give in sustained him through an
operation and brought him back to health. The rest of LlS
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carried health with us, together with pleasant recollections, and
a resolve to persuade others in 1924 to taste Camp's pleasures
in our stead.

OXFORD O.S. LETTER.

This term has seen the arrival of nine Old Shirburnians at
the ancient and reverend home of learning, which, nevertheless,
has flung open all her pleasant places for their enjoyment.
Cinemas, theatres and tea shops, are eagerly and daily visited
by their several supporters. But to the point :-

In Wadham we find Day-Lewis, who has taken to the track
like a duck to the water and ran with considerable success in
the inter-college one mile relay. He still keeps up his golf though.
King has been received into the bosom of New College, or
rather hopes to be in the near future, as at present he lives at a
distance which is hardly credible. He plays for the XV as does
Whitehead at Univ., a fact which deserves some credit, there
being five scrum halves in the College. But not upon the
playing fields is his form best known; no, the lurid scenes and
lowered lights play upon his imagination and his face as he sits
in rapt attention on a plush cushion-every night, we were
going to say, but we wont. Milligan is an ornament and an
active ornament of the Rugger field, and also of the track and
golf course; while he may often be seen working studiously at
his classics to the wonder and example of all.

Boyd and Smallwood are members of the "House." The
former has joined the O.U .D.S. and is also a fervent supporter
of the Oxford Playhouse which he enjoys to the full. I\umour
whispers that he still has lessons in golf. Smallwood plays
H.ugger with considerable success, and is in the XV, but
somehow we see little of him.

Willson abides in Oriel and is yet another member of the
R.F.C., but his flitting form is only to be seen on rare occasions.
Tout is at Hertford and is said to row, with what truth we are

. not prepared to say. Fugard on the other hand, now a member
of Balliol, has actually been seen on the river, labouring man
fully with an oar,
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We have thought it best only to mention the Freshmen in
this letter, since it is impossible to say an adequate amount about
all at Oxford. But let it be understood-"vVe are flourishing."

CRICKET.

[The Editors wish to apologise for omitting this in their last
number owing to lack of space.]

SENIOR HOUSE MATCHES.

FIRST ROUND.

Fox's beat O'HANLON'S:-Fox's 1st innings, 17f; 2nd innings,
260. O'Hanlon's 1st innings, 120; 2nd innings, 121. L. H.
Bean, 61 and 6 for 29.

Ross' beat SCHOOL HOUSE B :-Ross', 236 for 1; School
House B 1st innings, 55; 2nd innings, 64. ]. A. N unn, 128 not
out. Eglington, 86 not out. R. G. Forbes-Bassett,7 for 30.
T. F. Witherby, 3 for 9. Bayley, 33.

CAREY'S beat BENSLY's:-Carey's,354-; Bensly's 1st innings,
205; 2nd innings, 109. D. MacDonald, 133. J, A. C. Grant,
82. W. P. Haines, 98. L. T. Bond, 44. F. H. Wright, 5 for
18. D. MacDonald, 3 for 17. Peck, 5 for 66.

SCHOOL HOUSE A beat ELDERTON'S :-School House A
1st innings, 166; 2nj innings, 110. Elderton's 1st innings, 180;
2nd innings, 94. R. H. Smith, 74. Whitham, 49. F. 1\1.
Turnbull, 49. A. L. Spens, 4- for 20. Sheldon ma., 3 for 18.
F. M. Turnbull, 4 for 22. Hay, -I- for 25.

SECOND ROUND.
CAREY'S beat Fox's :-Carey's, 382; Fox's 1st innings, 91;

2nd innings, 138. F. H. Wright, 78. G. Peddie, 76. D.
MacDonald, 46. G. B. Sharpe, 45. A. King, 44. R. F.
Parry, 36. F. H. vVright, 4 for 23. G. C, Dral,e-Brockman,
;> for li?
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Ross' beat SCHOOL HOUSE A:-Ross', 398; School House A
1st innings, 73; 2nd innings, 146. J. A. Nunn, 211. Higginson,
27. de Crespigny, 57. A. L. Spens, 24- not out. G. C. vV.
Neve, 4- for 14. T. F. \Vitherby, 3 for 11. J. A. Nunn,
3 for 12.

c and b MacDonald ... 15
c MacDonald, bWhiteheacl 30
cHill, b \Vhitehead 0
b Whitehead ... 0
cHill, b MacDonald 4
b Peddie 10
lbw, b Wright 5
eKing, b \Vhitehead 40

1 b Whitehead 0
4 b Whitehead 0
3 not out 3

11 Exras 12

FINAL.

CAREY'S v. ROSS'.
Ross'.

64
o

19
3

21
17
o
7

G. C. W. Neve, b Wright
Eglington, b Wright
J. A. Nunn, b Peddie
R. G. Forbes-Bassett, b Peddie
A. W. Stevens, run out ...
F. W. G. Everitt, b Peddie
Sloman, b Peddie
T. F. \Vitherby, not out
Gibson, b Peddie
Duff. b Peddie ...
Weall, c and b Peddie

Extras

Total ... 150 Total ... . .. 119

CAREY'S.

J. K. Hill, b Neve
G. B. Sharpe, b Neve
G. Peddie, b Forbes-Bassett
D. MacDonald, c Duff, b Witherby
F. H. vVright, b Stevens
J. A. C. Grant, c vVeall, b Forbes-Bassett
J. E. F. Rawlins, b Neve
B. W. B. Sharpe, b Neve
A. King, run out
H. A. \Vhitehead, b Forbes-Bassett
G. C. Drake-Brockman, not out

Extras

4
8

51
61
39

1
15
o

45
16
13
22

Total ... 275

JUNIOR HOUSE MATCHES.

Best Performances in Junior House Matches:
SCHOOL HOUSE B

v. Blderto1t's~Bayley, 30; Moberly, 37, and 4- for 21 ;
Clemeuti, 4- for 19,
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v. BCllsly's-Bayley, 30; Merriman, 22; Moberly, 6 for 31.
v. Carey's-Bayley, 26, and 4- for 19: Moberly, 6 for 31.

v. Ross'-Moberly, 33; Gubbins, 5 for 10; Clementi, 3
for 12.

v. Fox's-Moberly, 5 for 12; Bayley, 4- for 30.
'V. O'Halllon's-Merriman, 4-9; Moberly, 5 for 23; Bayley,

5 for 11.

ELDERTON'S

v. School House B-Holloway, 27; Whitharn, 24-, and
4- for 39; Meyer, 4- for 11.

v. BCllsly's-Meyer, 3 for 10.
v. School Housc A-Garrett, 27; Puclde, 23; Meyer,

5 for 20; Whitham, 4- for 29.
v. Carey's-Holloway, 35; Rickman, 28; Whitham, ..

3 for 28.
v. Ross'-\Vhitharn, 53; Rickman, 51; Meyer, 4- for 21.
'V. Fox's-\Vhitharn, 54; Rickman, 4- for 12; Meyer,

3 for 9.

v. 0'Hallloll's-Holloway, 29 ; Meyer, 4- for 39; Whitham,
3 for 23.

BENSLY'S

v. School House B-Rippon, 4-0; Anderson, 5 for 13.
v. Eldertoll's-Kendal, 108; Radcliffe, 6 for 27.

v. Carey's-Lewis, 22; Martin, 21, and 4- for 26; Radcliffe,
4 for 15.

v. Ross'-Adams, 40; Martin, 27; I1iffe, 4- for 18; Garner,
3 for 3.

v. O'Hallloll's-Kendal, 64; Martin,S for 17.

SCHOOL HOUSE A

v. Eldertoll's-Higginson, 4-9; Seott, f for 28.
t1. Carey's-Seott, 4 for 5+; de Crespigny, 3 for 24.

v. Ross'-Waithman, 24; Seott, 54, and 4 for 4-; Higginson,
3 for 6.
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CAREY'S

v. School House B-Attwater, 3 for 9.

v. Elderton's-Hodgkinson, 29; Attwater, 4- for 32;
Raymond, 3 for 22.

v. Bensly's-Attwater, 4- for 18.

v. School House A-Devitt, 60; Sharpe, 3 for 3; Moss,
3 for 6.

v. Ross'-Lean, 27; Hindmarsh, 24-; Sharpe, 2 for 8;
Bertram, 2 for 9.

v. Fox's-Cunningham, 28; Devitt, 20; Sharpe, 3 for 5.
v. O'Hanlon's-Lean, 25; Kinnersly, 20; Raymond,

6 for 22; Attwater, 4- for 16.
Ross'

v. School House B-Eglington, 31; Reed, 6 for 13.

v. Elderton's-Adye, 50; Eglington, 27: Reed, 27.
v. School House A-Salmon,S for 28.
v. Carey's-Eglington, 19; Oliver, 2 for 14-.
v. Fox's-Witherby mi., 3 for 8.
v. O'Hanlon's-Eglington, 22; Salmon, 3 for 10.

Fox's
v. School House B-Parry, 34-, and 3 for 30; Jansen,

3 for 15.

v. Carey's-Parry, 15, and 3 for 17; Jansen, 3 for 8.

v. Ross'-Parry, 5 for 24-.

O'HANLON'S

v. School House B-Jenkins, 3 for 4-.

v. Elderton's-Stocken, 31.

v. Bensly's-Payne, 3 for 36.
v. Carey's-Honnor, 6 for 4-6.

FOOTBALL.

THE XV.

The out-match season is almost over, and whatever be the
results of the last two matches, this year's XV wiII assuredly
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bear comparison with any of its predecessors during the last
quarter of a century. There have indeed been faults, a tendency
to fall away for brief yet irretrievable periods in the middle of
a match (notably against Clifton Club, Blackheath "A," and
Dulwich), and the serious lack of a natural leader of forwards:
but the side has almost invariably ended strongly and bravely
and have owed little to Fortune.

The best display was given against Tonbridge, who were a
beaten side fore and aft from start to finish-the brilliance of
the play in this match was an object lesson to the School-of
far greater value than any popular lecture on football. The
return match against Downside was played on a swamp, on
which the whole side floundered hopelessly, while our opponents
played a very fine game under conditions which they seemed
to revel in. In the Dulwich match the absence of Peddie and
N unn, and re-constituted back division took all the sting out
of the attack, and we sustained a 3-points defeat in spite of a
splendid effort of the forwards in the second half to pull the
match out of the fire. After an uncertain start against Blundell's
the form of the whole side rose almost to the heights of the
Tonbridge match. The easily won game at Radley was largely
spoiled fO! both sides by a contest in blowing between a high
gale and the referee. It is uncertain which of the two prevailed.

The School forwards, though lacking weight and robustness,
have been welded gradually into a very useful pack, hard-working
and dashing. They showed a lamentable want of convincing
footwork in the early matches, but every week has seen an
improvement in this respect.. Forbes-Bassett, facile prillceps,
\Valler and Storrs are the most prominent. Honnywill has
hooked very well, Cox, Kendal and Woolmer, are hard workers,
and Sharpe has shone especially in the line-out. \Valler has
led them not unsuccessfully. Barry has improved beyond all
recognition into a sound and plucky in-half; he and N unn,
whose natural gifts for attack reinforced by improved defence
might easily carry him far, have combined well. Peddie has
been invaluable in all parts of the game and will certainly be
heard of again. So will Vhight, the gainer of some brilliant
tries, if he can increase his pace; \Vhitham also, if he lays stress
on the more rudimentary parts of full-back play. Haines has
improved a good deal and owes much to the openings given
him by Grant, whose play at times has been delightfully crisp
and neat.
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Prospects for the future are not bright. Most of this season's
XV will have left next year, and adequate successors do not
seem to be forthcoming. But there is the memory of this year's
keen and skilful side, and the thought of three Cambridge
"blues" to hearten and spur on old and young alike.
7. 12. 23.

2ND xv.
The 2nd XV had an unsuccessful season, losing four and

drawing one of the five matches played. An abnormal number
of injuries in the 1st and 2nd XV's prevented the side ever
getting together, and in consequence their was no cohesion in
the pack and no combination outside.

Hopwood, in the two matches he played, was head and
shoulders above the rest of the team outside, as was Witherby in
the grovel. Devitt might have scored tries, (he at least has
learnt to run straight) if he had not been starved consistently.
Latham and Fraser were crocked for the greater part of the
season, and Thompson minor's play suffered from lack of pace,
though his defence improved. Martin, Stanton, Hay and
S\Jedding, also played occasionally. Rawlins at out-half im
p;oved towards the end of the season, and shows promise, but
is too slow in getting on to his man; Balfour's pluck at scrum
half could not make up for his lack of weight, strength and
quickness. Spens at back kicked well at times, but his defence
was deplorably weak. Of the forwards Lean and Maundrell
alone played in all five matches, and played themselves out.
\Vitherby, when he played, was the best of the lot, and Everitt
and Drake-Brockman were prominent at times. Greenwood
and Handasyde ,vould have been among the best if they could
have kept free from injuries. Panton and Cox both showed
promise, though both need to fill out. The team sadly needed
a leader.

COLTS.

The Colts XV showed fair promise for the future. The
forwards ''olere good in the loose and at times scummaged well,
but there was a tendency to pack too high and to forget that
the first shove is essential if the ball is to be hooked successfully.
Young forwards should remember that the motto "Always on
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the ball" applies as much when the opposing forwards are
handling the ball as when the ball is at their own feet. To
get to the ball (and man) a forward must run, not trot.

There appears to be a shortage of centre three-quarters
among the younger boys; and the Colts centres shewed few
ideas in attack.

The outsides as a whole tackled well, and went down to
rushes whole-heartedly.

Team-Witherby mi.; Spedding, Puclde,'I' Scott, Cunning
ham; Raymond, Higginson ma.';' (capt.); Kinnersly ma/
Lean mi., Garrett ma., Kendal mi., Woods, Alderton, Kelway,
Moberly.

'Colts Badge 1922.

SCHOOL t'. TONBl?IDGE.

This Match, played on the Upper on November 3rd, showed
the School team at their very best. Their victory by thirty
three points to nil was complete. The forwards, though weak
for a short space in the second half, were in control for most of
the game in spite of Stons' regrettable absence; the halves
were better in handling and sureness than ever before, and the
threequarters, though not perfect, were a fairly convincing line;
while the final try by \Vhitham from full back was in itself
a useful commentary on the game.

2.45 p.m. The School played against the wind, and after
some loose play Tonbridge found touch half-way. From an
ensuing scrum the School threequarters handled, but Haines
was unable to take a pass too far behind him. Tonbridge got
the ball, but a good tackle by Nunn stopped their attack.
Tonbridge loose heeled and took the ball to the School side of
half way. A free kick to the School for foot-up in the 'scrum
was not much help against the wind and Tonbridge returned to
touch. From a scrum near half way Tonbridge attacked, and
Peddie intercepting cleared the full-back and scored, Sharpe
failing to convert (3-0).

From the kick off Peddie reached touch about half-way, and
3. good dribble by Bassett, and a subsequent loose heel, put the
School threequarters on the attack, Haines finally reaching
touch in the Tonbridge twenty-five.
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The School were now constantly on the attack, the loose
heeling of the forwards being very clean and sure, and Peddie
soon scored his second try, which \Vhitham failed to convert
(6-0). A free kick to the School gained some ground, and
Bassett reached touch. A moment later \Vright broke through,
but Grant was unable to take his pass. Barry was remarkably
successful in getting the ball away all through the game and
Nunn's handling was equally safe. A promising attack broke
down on the left wing where Haines had hardly enough room.
Then a fresh effort ended in N unn missing out Grant and sending
a beautiful pass to Haines, who scored in the corner, \Vhitham
converting from a difficult angle (11-0). The School forwards
were playing very wel1 both in the tight and in loose play,
Wailer and Bassett being couspicuous. The latter passed to
Barry, whose kick took play to midfield. Then Tonbridge
attacked strongly, but found the School defence too sound. A
second effort, starting with a good reverse pass from the scrum,
looked more dangerous, but a forward pass stopped it. They
kept up the pressure, their forwards for a short time getting
control. Thompson gained a lot of ground for them by a long
kick with the wind, which found touch near our line. Witherby
and Sharpe did good work in loose scrums, but Tonbridge again
attacked and might have been more dangerous but for a tendency
to take the ball standing. Play was forced back to half \vay,
Bassett being conspicuous in the loose for dribbling and tackling.
\Voolmer was also doing prominent work.

3.0 p.m. Some exchanges between the ful1-backs ended in
Tonbridge's favour, the wind being strong from the west. Barry
led a great rush and after some disappointing handling in the
centre Nunn cut through and handed to Peddie, who reached the
corner. A remarkably strong attack then sent the School three
quarters racing off with Whitham joining up on the wing, but
a-knack-on there frustrated it. The School kept up the pressure,
but Nunn could not pass to Peddie who was marked. From a
scrum Barry sent off Wright, who after a great run scored near
the posts, the kick again failing (14--0),

Play settled in mid field and Tonbridge attacked strongly
through Hubbard and Pott, but a forward pass stopped them.
Witherby broke away backed up by Wailer, who dribbled to
the Tonbridge line. A determined rush however finally took
play back to midfield. After Witherby and Kendal had been
prominent in the loose Tonbridge used the wind and found
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touch in the School twenty-five. They opened a strong attack,
but Pott kicked when he should have passed to Hall, who was
unmarked, and Whitham touched down. Thompson then made
a mark and with a long punt put Tonbridge on the attack, but
Whitham had little difficulty in saving the situation. Tonbridge
again attacked, but good tackling by Witherby and \Voolmer
stopped it from developing, and Haines reached touch about
half way.

3.25 p.m. Loose play characterised the opening of the
second half, though not for long. Tonbridge had failed signally
to use the wind to full advantage, and if the School outsides
failed it was in not making enough allowance for the strength
of it. Wright kicked dead almost at the start, but Nunn with
admirable restraint punted to attack, and play was taken to the
corner flag. In a moment a good try was scored by Vvaller
whose play all through was splendid (17-0). From the kick-off
Sharpe gained ground by a steady return and Peddie punted
with judgment. Barry was serving his outsides admirably and
Nunn's judgment and handling were never at fault. A fine
tackle by Peddie stopped an attack, then Tonbridge from a free
kick reached the School twenty-five. Loose play followed and
a free kick against Tonbridge went dead. N unn made a mark
from the drop out and punted to attack in the centre. From a
scrum the ball went to Grant and Haines, who both took it
under difficulties, the latter scoring for \Vhitham to convert
(22-0). A fine wheel by the School forwards followed some
scrambling play; then Tonbridge attacked, fumbling spoiling
their effecti veness. Haines punted high to attack and Tonbridge
kicked in defence to touch on their twenty-five line. Nunn
kicked cleverly to their line, but the handling of the outsides
was weak for once and Tonbridge took play to the School's
ground. Their halves showed some cleverness in two consecutive
movements, but their threequarters were seldom on the run and
the attack could not be pressed home.

3.40 p.m. \Vitherby was conspicuous for good tackling and
Cox for a fine individual effort in attack. Tonbridge in turn
attacked and \Vhitham was out of place. A free kick to the
School relieved pressure, then Bassett and \Vright went away
to the Tonbridge twenty-five. N unn picked up and lcicked to
Thompson. A moment later Grant again cut through and put
Haines in (25-0). A bad attempt at conversion followed.
Tonbridge attacked, their reverse passing being attractive, but
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Whitham's collaring was safe. \Vitherby broke away, and
Grant cut through again (28-0). Thompson at full-back for
Tonbridge had the better of an exchange with N unn, but Bassett
gained ground with a good dribble. Grant missed his pass and
Haines kicked dead. Then Peddie made a fine run and Kendal
was nearly in. Forward passes spoilt an attack and a scrum
followed in the Tonbridge territory. Then vVhitham at full-back
picked up and ran right through to add the final score and
convert (33-0). A free kick to Tonbridge was of little help
to them. N unn passed to Peddie, who reached touch in the
twenty-five. A fast game ended with the score, Sherborne
3 goals 6 tries (33 points), Tonbridge nil.

The XV were at their very best. They were dominant in every
department fore and aft. All the forwards were good, Bassett,
WalIer, Woolmer and Witherby, being most conspicuous;
Barry was enormously improved at scrum-half and N unn made
no mistakes. Grant's cutting through and straight running
were noticeable, and everyone was delighted that it should have
fallen to Peddie, who has had few chances this year, to open
the scoring. \iVhitham had little to do. It was not an easy
day for kicking. The defensive powers of the School were not
tested. Tonbridge forwards kept going to the end; their
weakness lay in the threequarter line, whose attack was very
poor and whose defence could hardly survi ve the constant
attacks the School forwards enabled their outsides to make.

School-J. P. Whitham; G. Peddie, F. H. Wright, J. A. C.
Grant, W. P. Haines; J. A. Nunn, F. C. N. Barry; R. G.
Forbes-Bassett, G. H. '!\Taller, J. c. Honnywill, H. N. P.
Woolmer, B. W. B. Sharpe, F. R. Cox, J. Kendal, T. F.
Witherby.

T011bridge-A. S. Thompson; H. M. HoIman, B. A. Barr,
J. R. Pott, D. R. Hall; R. C. Hubbard, R. V. Redmayne;
L. C. Beadle, J. E. Hawkins, H. B. Feamley, P. S. Wibmer,
D. H. Cobyn, J. H. Piesse, C. H. Sylvester.

SCHOOL v RADLEY.

Played at Radley, Saturday, November 10th, the School
winning by 2 goals 5 tries to 1 goal.

Radley pressed for the first ten minutes, but weak handling
prevented any score. The School then heeled from a tight
scrum and the attack was developed on the right wing; Morris
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however intercepted, passed \Vhitham with a good swerve,
scored under the posts and converted. A good rush by the
School forwards took play into the Radley half, and Peddie
soon scored far out (3-5). The School resumed the attack
and \Vright scored after a clever cut through; the kick again
failed (6-5). Some give and take play followed before Haines
went over in the corner (9-5). Radleyagain found themselves
on the defence. Harry gathered from the scrum some twenty
yards from the line and went through the opposing pack to
score a try which should certainly have been prevented by the
Radley defence; Sharpe co·nverted (14-5). Once more only
did Radley look dangerous in the first half; on this occasion
Peddie, coming over from the opposite wing brought off a fine
tackle, thus saving what had seemed a certain try.

Early in the second half further tries were added by Peddie
and Uaines (2), one of these was converted by Whitham (25-5).

During the last ten minutes the School forwards, who had
been poor throughout, now cracked completely. Radley confined
the play to the School twenty-five, and only the fine defence of
the backs prevented further score. Just on time Radley failed
with a penalty goal. The School were thus left winners (25-5).

The weather conditions were certainly not favourable to good
football, there being a high and extemely cold cross-wind. The
forwards were lacking in dash, though Bassett and \Valler were
often conspicuous for individual efforts in the loose and Sharpe
was prominent at the line-out. The defence of the outsides was
good, but they appeared to be too cold to feel the ball; there
was no connection at all between the halves and the threequarters.
The centres were too often tackled in possession, perhaps the
fault was not entirely their own, consequently the wings were
given few opportunities. The cause of failure throughout was
lack of combination. On the whole a most disappointing match
it was a-pity that the XV were unable to gi ve a more convincing
performance to the enthusiastic O.S. contingent that came over
for the match.

Finally we should like to express our thanks for the hospitality
shown us during our visit.

Sclzool-J. P. Whitham; G. Peddie, F. H. Wright, J. A. C.
Grant, \V. P. Haines; J. A. Nunn, F. C. N. Barry; R. G.
Forbes-Bassett, G. H. \Valler, J. C. HonnywiII, F. R. Cox, J.
Kendal, 11. N. P. Woolmer, B. W.ll.Slmrpe, T. F. Witherby.
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Radley-J. C. Richardson; St. L. Morris, W. H. S. Byng,
J. T. Rowe,E. B. J. Poglase; J. Collinge, J. R. C. Hamilton;
A. Y. Johnson, J. Hale, W. Dockar-Drysdale, C. S. J. Purcell,
W. L. Budd, C. Mc Conaghy, C. 1. Collier, A. J. Rycroft.

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

Played at Downside on November 17th, Downside winning
by 2 goals and 3 tries (19 points) to nil.

This match was played on a soft and very muddy ground,
which was a big contrast to the fine turf on the Upper. On
the heavy ground the big Downside scrum carried all before
them and kept the School continuously in their own twenty
five.

Only faulty handling and some fine tackling by the School
threequarters prevented several tries in the first ten minutes.
After a quarter of an hour had elapsed, Downside scored far
out on the left wing; the try being converted by a fine kick.
Downside pressed again and their right wing scored 8-nil.
The remainder of the first half was spent in scrambling play.
Bnt it looked as if Haines might have scored had he shown
more determination in going for the line.

At the beginning of the second half the School pressed and
would have scored if Peddie had not dropped an easy pass.

The Downside forwards dominated the remainder of the
match, and with their backs handling extremely well, a ball
made very slippery by a sudden hailstorm, scored three more
tries, one of which was converted (l9-nil).

The School forwards with the exception of Bassett failed to
show their usual dash in the loose and were unable to cope with
a much heavier scrum in the tight. The backs saved well, but
were given few chances of attack. The Downside forwards
played a great game; the outsides, after a shaky start, handled
well and ran with great determination.

School-J. P. Whitham; G. Peddie, F. H. Wright, C. R.
Hopwood, W. P. Haines; J. A. C. Grant, F. C. N. Barry;
R'. G. Forbes-Bassett, G. H. Wailer, J. C. Honnywill, F. R.
Cox, J. Kendal, H. N. P.Woolmer, F. G.W. Everitt, B.W. B.
Sharpe.
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SCHOOL V. DULWICH.

Played on the Upper, Saturday, November 24th. The
School were defeated by 11 points (l goal and two tries) to
8 points (1 goal and 1 try).

The School lost the toss and kicked off towards Yeovil. The
forwards almost at once rushed the ball into the Dulwich
twenty.five; from a quick heel, after good combination by
Hopwood and Wright, Haines scored dose to the posts; the
kick, however, failed (3~O).

Play then settled down in mid-field for a while. At last the
Dulwich line got going and their left centre cut through; on
being tackled he passed to his wing, who scored a good try
fairly wide out. The kick was unsuccessful (3-3). During
the last ten minutes of the first half the School's defence
weakened and Dulwich scored twice more; once through their
left centre after the wing had kicked over Spens' head, and
once through the right centre. One of these was converted
(3-11).

On change of ends the School had the better of the game
and after ten minutes fairly even play, did everything but score.
The forwards made some good rushes, in which Bassett, Storrs
and vValler, were conspicuous. Dulwich returned to the
attack, but were checked by a fine tackle by Haines, and Spens
returned play to their end with a good kick.

Then with ten minutes to go, \Vright went through on his
own to score a fine try between the posts, which Sharpe
converted (8-11).

Excitement ran very high, as the School pressed hard and
looked as if they must score again, attacks being held up
several times just short of the line. The Dulwich defence,
however, held, and "no·side" came with the score unaltered
Dulwich 11, Sherborne 8.

The School were unlucky in not being at full strength, Nunn
still being "cracked" and Peddie away. The forwards, in the
second half, were good in the loose and got possession in most
of the tight scrums; but Dulwich seemed to have the bette~ of
the loose scrums. \Vright was prominent in the threequarter
line and Spens played a sound gam!;) at full bad"
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School--A. L. Spens; J. P. Whitham, F. H. Wright, C. R.
Hopwood, \V. P. Haines; ]. A. C. Grant, F. C. N. Barry;
R. G. Forbes-Bassett, G. H. \Valler, H. S. Stons, ]. C.
Honnywill, F. R. Cox, ]. Kendal, H. N. P. Wool mer, B.W. B.
Sharpe.

SCHOOL v BLUNDELL'S.

Played at Blundell's on Monday, December 3rd, the School
winning by 2 goals 4 tries (22 points) to 1 goal 1 try (8 points).

The School kicked off and play Was just settling down in our
opponents' half when their left wing received the ball and
outpacing the School defence scored far out (nil-3). Shortly
after the kick-off Blundell's again broke away on the left and,
once more, after a good run by their fly-half, the left wing
scored; this was converted (nil-8). ·With eight points against
them in the first six minutes, the School appeared some
what rattled. They were playing with plenty of dash and
getting possession frequently in the grovel, but the passing was
wild and nothing could be done for some t.ime. Play, however,
was consistently centred round our opponents twenty-five, and
at length Peddie scored far out; \Vhitham just failed with a
magnificent kick that hit the crossbar. After this the School
improved a great deal and shortly before half-time Cox scored
an unconverted try from a good opening by Barry (6-8).

On the restart of play it was very soon apparent that the
School had the game well in hand. The ball was coming out
of the School scrum with almost monotonous regularity and
after ten minutes \Vright scored a very good try under the
posts, which was converted with a bad kick (11-8). At this
time the School forwards were playing a magnificent game, and
with much improved passing outside it was only a few minutes
before Haines scored far out (14-8). A little later Whitham
came up on the left wing to score a really good try which Sharpe
converted (19-8). Before the end Nunn made a very good
opening for Peddie to score his second try (22- 8).

Once the School had got over the shock of the unpropitious
start they settled down to play a good game. The forwards so
outclassed their opponents that the latter did not get the ball
more than about three times in the second half. In the second
half the outsides also played well on a slippery ground with a
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heavy ball and did well to score as often as they did against a
good defence.

School-I. P. Whitham; G. Peddie, F. H. Wright, ]. A. C.
Grant, W. P. Haines; ]. A. Nunn, F. C. N. Barry; R. G.
Forbes-Bassett, G. H. Waller. H. S. Storrs, ]. C. Honnywill,
F. R. Cox,]' Kendal,H. N. P. \Voolmer, B. W. B. Shape.

SCHOOL v. RICHMOND "A."

Played on the Upper, Saturday, December 8th, resulting in
a win for the School by 1 goal 3 tries (14 points) to nil.

The first few minutes of the game was reminiscent of the
opening phases of the BlundeIl's match and it looked as if the
heavier Club side were going to have matters their own way.
After about ten minutes had elapsed the School forwards,
waking up, rushed the ball from their own into the Richmond
twenty-five. From a quick heel the ball went out to Haines,
who, swerving past the full-back, ran round behind the posts;
Sharpe converted (5-0).

The School had by this time settled down and some even
play followed. After a good dribble by Storrs, which carried
the ball into our opponents' twenty-five, the forwards heeled,
and Grant, cutting through beautifully, sent Haines over far
out. \Vhitham just failed with a fine kick (8-0). Shortly
after Richmond started a good threequarter movement, which
nearly resulted in a try, but Peddie coming over from the
opposite wing brought off a brilliant tackle. The pressure was
relieved by a series of good rushes and play was returned to
the Richmond half. Repeated attacks by the School ended in
a further try by Haines; the kick failed oI-nil). The School
once more looked dangerous in the first half, when \Vright made
an opening and' sent Peddie away on the right wing. On
reaching the back he kicked across, but just too far ahead for
the forwards to get on to it, and Richmond found touch. Half
time therefore found the score unaltered (11-0).

On the resumption of play an even game followed for about
fi ve minutes, and then the School forwards cracked. Our
opponents threatened danger more than once, but determined
tackling by the School backs prevented any score. Half way
through the second half the forwards again found their game
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and WaIler scored after a fine rush (14--0). Richmond rallied
well in the last few minutes and the weight of their pack began
to tell; however, "no-side" came with the score unaltered.

The School are to be congratulated on a fine performance
against a much heavier side. The backs handled a greasy ball
with skill and the forwards nearly came up to the form shown
against B1undell's the previous Monday, and ended pluckily.
Bassett, \Valler and Storrs, were perhaps the most conspicuous
of a good pack, while Sharpe, as usual, was prominent at the
line-out. \Vhitham's defence and kicking were really fine. It
would be invidious to pick out any of the threequarters for
individual praise, and the halves were good.

School-J. P. Whitham; G. Peddie, F. H. Wright, J.A.C.
Grant, \V. P. Haines; J. A. Nunn, F. C. N. Barry; R. G.
Forbes-Bassett, G. H. WaIler. H. S. Storrs, J. C. Honnywill,
F. R. Cox, J. Kendal, H. N. P. \Voolmer, B. W. B. Sharpe.

Oct. 25.

" 27.
Nov.l0.

" 17.
Dec. 6.

OTHER MATCHES.

Colts lost to Downside (away) 8-14.
2nd XV lost to All Hallows (home) nil-26.
2nd XV lost to Downside (home) 3-17.

2nd XV drew with Blundell's (home) 6-6.
2nd XV lost to Bruton (home)-g-ll.

JUNIORS.

FIRST ROUND.

ROSS' v. FOX'S.

Played in heavy rain on No. 1, Ross' winning an evenly
contested game 11-3. Fox's had the better of the second half,
but proved unable to push home the attack. Park for the
winners was excellent in defence, and Fox's halves played a
fair game.
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Ross'- Witherby mi; Carson ma., Hamilton, Tredaway,
Salmon; Gibson, Park; Hawes, N eve, Duff, Eglington, Chapman
ma., Hencock, Carson mi., Fox.

Fox's-ElIis; Parry tert., Carruthers, Barry mi., Page; R.B.
Gill, R. H. Stern; Kent, WaIler mi., Robinson, Owen, \\Tamer
mi., Beddall, Carey, Fitz-Gerald.

ELDERTON'S v. O'HANLON'S.

Played on the Lower, under the same conditions as 'the above,
resulting in a win for Elderton's (8-3). The Elderton's
forwards were good in the loose, Cliff heading many good rushes;
they were however slow in heeling. The hal yes played a sound
game. Standring-Smith, Hebeler and Smith, were conspicuous
in the losers' pack. Beadon ma. scored for O'Hanlon's after
a nice cut-through.

Elderton's-Bown ma.; Bown mi., Garrett mi., Duncan,
Puckle; Holloway, 'Wood; C. ]. Cliff, Hobson, Rickman,
Walker mi., \Vilcox ma., Fairbairn, Windus.

O'Hanlo/l's-Anderson; Leach, Beadon mi., Latham mi.,
Willson; Beadon ma., Stocken; Standring-Smith, Smith,
Hebeler, Michelmore, \Vrenick, Panton, Payne, Porteous.

Byes-Carey's and Bensly's.

SECOND ROUND.

ROSS' v. BENSLv'S.

Played on No. 1, under fair weather conditions on very heavy
ground; Ross' winning by the kick (5-3), after a very close
game. Bensly's forwards were better individually, but were
not so convincing as a pack as Ross'. For the winners Hawes
and Duff were good in the grovel, and both full-backs played a
sound game.

Ross'- \Vitherby mi.; Carson ma., Hamilton, Tredaway,
Salmon; Gibson, Park; Hawes, N eve, Duff, Eglington,
Chapman ma., Hancock, Carson mi., Fox.

BCIlsly's-Evans; l\Ioritz ma., Lewis, Zair, Rippon; Bond,
Moritz mi.; Holborrow, Kendal mi., Hungerford, l\Iurray,
Wigan, Bailey, Adams, Beckett.
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CAREY'S v. ELDERTON'S.

Played on the Lower, Carey's running out winners 18-5.
They were superior both in the scrum and outside. For the
winners Walker, Kinnersly ma., Lean and Best, were con
spicuous in the grovel and Baker ran well. Puckle scored a
good try for Elderton's; their forwards led by Cliff, Lambe and
Hobson, brought off some good rushes and heeled well.

Carey's-Vincent-Smith; Kennedy, Cunningham, Milligan
ma., Baker ma. ; Raymond, Dyball; \Valker ma., MacGillivray,
Wake, Kinnersly ma., Lean mi., Best, Kelway, Alderton.

Eldcrton's-Bown ma.; Bown mi., Garrett mi., Duncan,
Puckle; Holloway, \Vood ma.; 1. Lambe, C. J. Cliff, Hobson,
Rickman, \Valker mi., \Vilcox ma., Fairbairn, Windlls.

SEMI-FINAL.

CAREY'S v. ROSS'.

Played on No. 2 under very trying conditions. The thaw
had just set in: the ground was consequently hard beneath a
slippery surface. Ross' were beaten (9-nil), by a pack
superior in "football intelligence." Carey's outsides also showed
more enterprise and, under the circumstances, handled well.
Raymond played a good game at fly-half. Lean (we presume
he had been told to wing) was magnificent in the loose, scoring
all three tries for Carey's.

Carey's - Vincent-Smith; Cunningham, Milligan ma."
Kennedy, Baker ma.; Raymond, Dyball; Walker (capt.),
MacGillivray, Wake,· Lean mi., Best, Kelway, Alderton,
Bertram.

Ross'-R. C. F.Witherby; Carson ma., Hamilton,Tredaway,
Salmon; Gibson, Park; R. N.Hawes (capt.), Neve, Duff,
Eglington, Chapman ma., Hancock, Carson mi., Fox.

CHALLENGE ROUND.

ROSS' v. ELDERTON'S.

Elderton's outsides were much faster, but failed to make
much of their chances. Cliff was very prominent in the grovel
and Holloway was good at out-half. There was no score at
half-time. In the second half Elderton's scored a good try
through Puc1de ;' Ross'replied. Salmon converting with a good
kick. Once again RQ~~' won by the. kick (5-3). . . .
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Ross'-R.C. F.Witherby; Carson ma., Eglington,Tredaway,
Salmon; Gibson, Park; R. VV. Hawes (capt.), N eve, Duff,
Chapman ma., Hancock, Carson mi., Fox, Phelp.

Eldertoll's-Bown ma.; Bown mi., Garrett mi., Duncan,
Puckle; Holloway, \\Tood ma.; C. J. Cliff, Hobson, I\ickman,
Walker, Fairbairn, \Vindus, Paton, Hubert.

TWO-COCK.

Thus Carey's won outright, Ross' being runners-up; School
House play Carey's and Ross' in the Two-Cock. The result
and account will appear in our next number.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirbllrnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

Dear Sir,

Last year a question arose to which Ishorild like to draw attention.

By the end of the Michaelmas Term there were thirty School football
colours given, thus completing the 1st and 2nd Fifteens, Yet in the
Easter Term following, four more 2nd XV Colours were presented. More
over, not all of those four had ever played for the team.

I would not for a moment dispute the worthiness of the last recipients,
but surely it is a mistake to present the Colours of a team to more people
than are regularly in that team. Besides detracting from the value of the
Cap for those who ha\'e already earned it, it is a bad precedent.

Hoping this letter will receive some notice from those in power.

I am,
Yonrs faithfully,

O.S.

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologise for any accidental omissions :-

The Clijtollian, Radleian, Tayloriatl, Etoll College
Chrol1icle, Elizabethatl, Uppingham School Magazine,
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Marlburian, Alleynian, Felstedian, Malvemian, Meteor,
Mill Hill Magazine, Lancing College Magazine, Blulldellian,
Tonbridgian, St. Michael's Chronicle, Lorettonian, Hailey
burian, Wykehamist, Cantuarian, Dovorian, Stonyhurst,
El Batidor (Santa Barbara School, California).

HOUSES.

The School House (a).

James', Curteis', Wood's,Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's (b).

Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (c).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (/).
Milford's, Ross's (g I.

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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the Universities.
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the whole is to be sent in at once.

> '

No contribution will be inserted,'w:hich is not the bona fide
production of someone who is, or' has been, a Member of
the School.

W e decliIJ~ to hold 0l?-rselves responsible for the opinions
of our contnbutors.
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only on ONE side of the paper.


